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1. Abstract 

The Wayside Power team has continued working on delivering power from the solar system to 
the driving pod. To improve the stability of the system, the team redesigned the current pickup 
system and implemented an alternative power source to the bogie, the supercapacitors. The team 
has relocated the current carrier tracks, redesigned the current collector mechanism, sized the 
supercapacitors to fulfill the power consumption requirements for Maker Faire, and analyzed the 
mechanisms mechanical components. The team worked with the other groups to ensure these 
significant changes in the power delivery system will have no conflicts with the other changes in 
this project. 
 
To successfully integrate these changes to the project, the team has continued working along with 
the Motor, the Solar Panel, the control, and the Guideway teams. The team placed the current 
carrier rail outside the running guideway since that was the only available place. The team also 
simplified the design of the current collector mechanism to reduce air drags and instability. The 
team worked with the Motor team to obtain the power consumption required in this project and 
sized the supercapacitors. The team used kinematic assumptions to calculate the power 
consumption for the bogie to reduce the uncertainties in sizing the supercapacitors. However, 
since the current collector mechanism has been simplified, the mechanical analysis has been 
performed by computer modeling software and hand calculations.  
 
The team was able to obtain the required amount of power to run the bogie in the Maker Faire, 
2019, credit to Maxell Technologies, Orion BMS, and Howland Technology. The team 
successfully built a passive simplified current pickup mechanism that can deliver up to 1.5kW to 
the motor and onboard supercapacitors. The team also created a platform with safety plexiglass 
side doors for all the components that are on the slave bogie in a dual-bogie system, which 
includes the supercapacitors, the Orion BMS Jr., the DC-DC converter, a 12V battery, relays, and 
a current sensor. The supercapacitors can be charged in 2 minutes and generate power to run the 
bogie by dual 48V motors at 2mph for a 50 feet long track with a safety factor of 4 in power 
requirement.  
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6. Executive Summary 

6.1 What’s the problem with transportation today? 
Americans rely on automobiles for domestic travel because of the lack in government’s support in 
providing public transportation and the driving culture of the society. As the traffic congestion is 
getting worse in most of the highly populated cities in the Bay Area, California, a solution was 
proposed to reduce the potential injuries from car accidents, fossil fuel consumption, greenhouse 
gases emissions, and traffic congestion. SPARTAN (Solar Powered Automated Transit 
Ascendant Network) Superway is a mass transportation system that can be integrated into urban 
cities without changing the infrastructure. It is designed to be an efficient system because of the 
implementation of the Automated Transit Network (ATN) and the reduction in the impacts on the 
environment by utilizing renewable energy.  
 
6.2 What’s the solution to our transportation problem? 
The Full-Scale Wayside Power Team is responsible for the power delivery from the system’s grid 
into each pod of the SPARTAN Superway system. The purpose of the Full-Scale Wayside Power 
Team is to transport the power generated from the solar panels into each bogie for operation. 
Initially, the team was trying to pick up where the Summer 2018 team had left off. The team 
found out that the complex current collector mechanism created a lot of unnecessary air drag and 
moment of inertia when the bogie was in motion. The team addressed that building current carrier 
rail along the running track in the real-life application may cost a lot in materials at the beginning 
stage. Electrifying the entire current rail creates a lot of electrical resistance and waste, as well as 
providing more significant opportunities for theft of precious metals. An alternative power source 
for the bogie is needed. The team has decided to add an onboard power source to the bogie. The 
lithium-ion battery is the most common battery type, but the chemical disposal and the slow 
charging cycle have violated the concept of being environmentally sustainable for the SPARTAN 
Superway. Therefore, the team went for supercapacitors and wayside hybrid powering system. To 
reduce the number of supercapacitors, the wayside power rail will provide the required energy for 
acceleration and the onboard ultracapacitors will maintain the speed of the bogie as it overcomes 
the air and track resistance while in motion.  
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Figure 1 : Animation describing power sources at various parts throughout the guideway.  
 
6.3 What actions have been taken? 
As the current carrier has been relocated closer to the frame of the bogie, the simplified new 
passive current collector mechanism would encounter less air resistance and less moment of 
inertia. Therefore, the bogie will be safer and more efficient to transfer power with a simplified 
current collector mechanism. A Battery Management System (BMS) is used to monitor the live 
status of the ultracapacitors and to manage the relays for operation. The BMS can also prevent 
overcharging and discharging for the ultracapacitor that could shorten the lifespan.  

 

7. Introduction and Project Description 

7.1 Background and Project Goal 

7.1.1 General Problem for Superway to address 
With exponential population growth around the world, the need for efficient transportation is 
rapidly increasing. The impact modern methods of transportation have on a city’s congestion will 
only worsen if not addressed. This is because all current modes of transportation compete for the 
same space on ground level. The environmental impacts of commuting alone could be reduced 
drastically if public transportation was easier to adopt. The purpose of SPARTAN Superway is to 
alleviate the need to commute alone and in turn reduce vehicle emissions, transportation related 
casualties, fossil fuel dependency and loss of ground space.  
 
Traffic congestion can have a tremendous social and financial impact. Socially, commutes can 
generate additional stress because of delays caused by traffic can lead to people arriving late to 
work, dangerous road rage reactions, and decreased productive time. As result, it can impact their 
personal life, career and most important, safety. On the other hand, traffic congestion also has 
enormous financial consequences, costing American drivers $305 billion in 2017 (McCarthy, 
2018) 
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7.1.2 Introduction to ATN 
“ATNs are driverless vehicles operated on a separated guideway that are typically elevated. 
Unlike conventional transit systems, which are designed as a loop or line, ATNs serve multiple 
destinations over a larger service area via a variety of paths. Trains and buses typically stop at 
each station along a set route, according to a fixed schedule. ATNs travel point-to-point in 
response to passenger needs and network loads, skipping stations along the way, with generally 
no fixed timetable.” (sanjose.gov). 
 

7.1.3 Social Impact of Superway 
The characteristic of ATNs provides convenient transportation method to more people under 
different social status. The operation of Superway requires minimum human resources so the 
fares can be lowered.  The intentions of the SPARTAN Superway are not only taking people to 
their destination quickly, but also reducing carbon footprint. The SPARTAN Superway has been 
carried on for seven years and the target of this year is very heavily focusing on making the 
prototype functionable. 
 

7.1.4 Prior ATN work at SJSU 
ATN has been in development and has been a major research project for the last 7 years in the 
Bay Area, California. Especially at San Jose State University, the Spartan Superway has made 
leaps designing small to full scale working model which represent how an ATN system would 
operate in a city.  
 
7.2 Objectives  

The powertrain of the SPARTAN Superway’s bogie is responsible for providing stable and 
reliable power for the operations of the motor, the control system, and any accessories such as 
HVAC in the bogie. The main goal of the Wayside Power team is to provide energy captured 
from solar panels to use for propulsion and auxiliary systems found onboard a bogie by using 
ultracapacitors and current collector hybrid system. The team needs an effectively controlled 
ultracapacitor system for safe and rapid charging. A passive, non-intruding mechanism which is 
responsible for connecting a bogie to current carrier track, is proposed to replace the previous 
mechanism.  
 
Although the team was targeting to size the ultracapacitors for the real life application, the budget 
for this project has restricted the number of capacitors that could be applied on the prototype. 
Therefore, the objectives for the team are to focus on powering the bogie to operate on the test 
track in the Maker Faire, 2019. 

 
・ Rapid charging system to charge the ultracapacitors when the bogie is at the station 
・ Propel the bogie from the Wayside rail  
・ Maintain the maximum designed speed on the running track with ultracapacitors 
・ Monitor the status of the ultracapacitors through the BMS 
・ Redesign the current collector mechanism to optimize the power consumption 
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8. Design Requirements and Specifications 

8.1 Wayside Current Pickup Mechanism 
 

The wayside team aims to safely direct electric power coming from AC wall outlet to charge the 
supercapacitors that will be used to provide power to the full system. With ample design solution, 
the team decided to integrate supercapacitors, fourth rail electric system placed along the 
guideway track and an electric current pick up mechanism that incorporates a torsion spring, 
carbon brush pad and the components housing these main elements. With a few assumptions that 
have been made, a kinematic power calculation has been done to find the energy consumption 
that the bogie requires. This calculation has been considered for both the real world application 
and the implementation for the Maker Faire, 2019. The wayside current pickup mechanism is 
aiming to transfer 1.5kW power into the motor or the supercapacitors storage with a switching 
relay. 

The torque of the motor in acceleration can be obtained by 

[m ρC A (a ) )]T mot = R · amax + ( 2
1

D f max
2 · t2 + vw

2 + F R (1) 

where R is the wheel radius, m is the mass of the bogie, is ¼ g, is the air density, is theamax ρ Cd  
drag coefficient, is the bogie’s frontal area, is the wind speed, and is the rollingAf vw F R  
resistance. 

The rolling resistance contains two parts 

 
F R = F Rstatic

+ F Rdynamic
(2) 

 
0.09N /kg)F Rstatic

= nfudge × ( × m (3) 
 

.20nfudge ≈ 1  
where accounts the collector shoe drag and the guide wheel drag. The static rollingnfudge  
resistance assumes polyurethane on steel. 

 
F Rdynamic

= c2 · m · v = c2 · m · amax · t (4) 

 
.0004935 c2 ≈ 0 N

kg·m/s  
 

[n (0.09N /kg) 0.0004935 ) t]F R = m fudge + ( N
kg·m/s · amax (5) 

 
Similarly, the torque of the motor in deceleration can be obtained by  
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[m ρC A (v ) )]T mot = R · amax + ( 2
1

D f w
2 − amax

2 · t2 − F R (6) 
 
 

And the torque when the motor is at constant speed 
 

[( (v ) )]T mot = R 2
ρC AD f

w
2 + vlinear

2 + F R (7) 
 

The power required can be related with the torque and the rotational speed 
 

ower ω πra tP = T = T × r × vshaf t = T × 2 max (8) 
 

The team assumed the bogie is going to accelerate at a constant rate of ¼ g. The team uses the 
15.24m as the length of the running track and 2mph (0.894m/s) maximum operating speed for the 
Maker Faire 2019. Since the prototype has no accessories onboard, the team assumes there’s no 
constant power consumption during operation. Figure 2 shows the estimated power curve for the 
prototype bogie.  

 

Figure 2: The estimated Power Curve for the prototype bogie. 
 

For research purposes, the team uses the same calculation to obtain the power curve for possible 
real life operation, where the distance from station to station is 1 mile (1609.34m) and the 
maximum operation speed is 30mph (13.41m/s). The team assumes HVAC on the bogie would 
take 3.5kW constant power. Figure 3 shows the estimated power curve for possible real life 
application.  
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Figure 3. The estimated Power Curve for the Real Life Application.  
 

From the Makerfaire’s calculation, the total running time through the 15.24m track in 0.894m/s is 
17.05s. The cruising power is 0.42kW, hence, the team designed a 4 parallel, 16 series 
supercapacitor pack that can deliver 43.2V at maximum current of 50A. The safety factor of 4 in 
power accounts for possible losses from resistance and heat dissipation.  
 
8.2 Energy Storage Design Specifications 

 
8.2.1 Supercapacitors Calculation  

Supercapacitors have many advantages over typical chemical battery storage. Their life cycle 
surpasses any chemical battery by a magnitude of due to the structure and composition of a01 5  
cell. A typical lifespan ranges from 10-20 years with only a reduction in capacity from 100% to 
80%. High current and power density are products of a supercapacitor’s low ESR which yields 
rapid charging and discharging capabilities. For research application and budget purposes 2.7V, 
350F single cell supercapacitors were chosen for this design. It is necessary to design a system in 
which delivers power at the right voltage to meet the needs of the in hub motors. Supercapacitors 
generally come in cells rated between 2.3V and 3.0V. In order to achieve a higher voltage for the 
motors, a string of supercapacitor cells will be strung in series to achieve the desired voltage.  

••V total = V cell, 1 + V cell, 2 +  •  + V cell, n (9) 

The capacitance of the supercapacitor bank decreases with each added cell in series.  

C total = 1
+ + ••• +1

C1
1

C2
1

Cn
(10) 
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It is necessary to increase the supercapacitor banks capacitance in order to output constant power 
for longer periods of time and deliver enough power quickly to loads. In order to achieve high 
voltage and high capacitance, supercapacitor banks using single cells, a series-parallel 
combination circuit must be created. To calculate the capacitance of a series-parallel capacitor 
bank, the following can be used:  

C total = N s

C C Nage* cell* p (11) 

Where is an efficiency factor used to determine the total capacitance at the end of the cell’sCage  
life, is the rated capacitance of each individual cell, are the number of parallelCcell  and NN p s  
and series capacitors, respectively.  

Supercapacitors, while generally have low ESR (Equivalent Series Resistance), it is still useful to 
model it into the circuit. Below is an example illustrating how ESR affects a circuit and how it 
can be calculated:  

 

SRRESR = E age * N p

N S (12) 

Where, is a safety factor to account for the ageing of a cell over time.SRE age   

8.2.2 LT Spice Simulations  

The simulation results from the LT Spice schematics, which were provided by Maxwell 
Technologies, resulted in adequate rapid charging times and containable currents. The results of 
the simulation are shown in Figure 4: 
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Figure 4. Vpos is capacitor pack voltage and I(load) is the discharge current into the motors. Note: These voltage and 
current readings are not directly sourcing the motors, a DC DC converter is used to provide a steady output of voltage 

and current to the motor controllers. This also does not include losses from internal resistances found in the circuit. 
This is only a representation of how the discharging voltage and current will behave.  

From the above figure, the supercapacitor pack will be able to output a steady 550W to 
the bogie for at least 6o seconds. The supercapacitors could deliver much more power for a longer 
period of time but due to the charging profile of the Delta-Q IC 1200W charger, the pack cannot 
be discharged past 21V. This charging profile is preprogrammed to be used for lithium ion 
batteries and if a new profile is designated to be more useful then the one currently loaded on the 
charger, the charger will have to be sent back to the distributor at Howland Technology 
(recommended by Howland Technology) .  
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Figure 5: LT Spice Schematic dictating discharge of capacitor bank at 550W 

The team addressed with the help of Maxwell Technology to build a 4 parallel and 16 series 
supercapacitor pack to deliver 43.2V at 50A max current that can satisfy the motors’ requirement. 
Parameters needed when designing the supercapacitor pack are power output, travel distance, and 
maximum current of load. As a general rule, the number of series strings increase voltage and 
resistance and the number in parallel increases the power output and reduces resistance. To see 
the simulation results, the LT Spice user must select the “Pos” tag and the “ILoad” source within 
the Load box to see the voltage and current discharge. This LT Spice Simulation can be found in 
the Wayside 2018-2019 archive.  
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8.2.3 Description of Current Design 

 

Figure 6: Completed Wayside System: [1] Current Pickup Mechanism [2] Highest Voltage of pack [3] Exhaust Cooling 
Fan [4] DC DC Converter [5] Orion Jr BMS [6] Negative of Load 
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Figure 7: Top View of Wayside Enclosure: [1] Positive Terminal which connects to positive current mechanism and 
safety relay (below DC DC Converter and connected to red insulator). [2] Negative Terminal of entire system, 

connected to negative of the following: Pack row 1, and DC DC converter. [3] H-Bridge motor drivers for linear 
actuator switching mechanisms on slave bogie. [4] Discharge Relay connected to negative of load and positive of pack. 

[5] 12V rail for powering auxiliary electronics and Orion BMS Jr. [6] Acceleration Switch Relay. [7] Safety Relay 
Switch [8] Additional Negative terminal for debugging.  

 

Figure 8: Rendering of Wayside enclosure and current collector mechanism. 
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Figure 9: Rendering of bogie and wayside enclosure placed on guideway with fourth rail system.  

9. State-of-the-Art / Literature Review 

Automated Transit Networks (ATN) have been around since the 1950, however only a few 
systems are currently in operations (Transweb.sjsu.edu). This technology can provide access to 
areas which traditional transportation cannot reach. Developing this technology is less costly, less 
intrusive, environmentally less damaging and can provide non stop travel. Some of these systems 
include the Morgantown Personal Rapid Transit, which connects three Morgantown campuses of 
West Virginia University. The most recent  type of ATN is the ULTra (Urban Light Transit) 
located at Heathrow Airport in London, United Kingdom. This new and innovative system has 
been designed to use driverless vehicles that run on guideways and provide a mode of 
transportation that is environmentally friendly. Additionally, by May 2013, the system passed the 
600,000th passenger milestone (“Ultra Global PRT”, n.d.). 

 
At San Jose State University, the most recent work done involving Automated Transit Network is 
the Spartan Superway. Since its conception in 2012, the Spartan Superway also known as Solar 
Powered Automated Rapid Transit Ascendant Network aims to design and construct complete 
full scale, half scale and 1/12th scale design of transportation system. From its conception, the 
Spartan Superway has continuously improved upon the previous designs in the guideway 
structure and track, solar integration, development of the bogie, braking mechanism, motor 
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system, controls system and the wayside power system. Ideally, the overall system would 
mitigate traffic congestion, pollution and dependency on fossil fuels. 

 
The wayside power team is responsible for safely directing the solar energy captured to charge 
our onboard supercapacitors and deliver power supply to the whole full scale spartan superway. 
In order for the bogie to travel from one end to the other, it is expected to do it with sufficient 
power supply. This also includes the motor and the controls team. One way to accomplished this 
task is implementing supercapacitors as they are more environmentally friendly than battery 
power supply. In addition, it will include a passive current pick up mechanism on either end of 
the guideway track.  

 
The team discussed and found out that building metal conductor that cover every inches of the 
running track is not energy and environmental efficient. The SPARTAN Superway aims to reduce 
the power consumption and to be environmentally sustainable. The application of lithium-ion 
battery in plug-in hybrid and electric vehicles were considered to work as an accessory power 
source. However, the chemical disposal problem of battery is still being considered as not 
environmentally sustainable. The team found out the supercapacitor application in China light rail 
system. The China railway Rolling Stock Corporation (CRRC) has a light rail system that can be 
charge in 30 seconds and operate for 5-8 kilometers (Alter, 2017). The service life and cycle life 
of the supercapacitor are higher than lithium-ion battery (Alter, 2017). Therefore, the team chose 
to use supercapacitor as the accessory power source of the bogie. To reduce the cost, the team 
suggested to use a hybrid system of supercapacitor and wayside current collector. Acceleration 
requires more power than maintaining constant speed. To reduce the dependency on the 
supercapacitor, the wayside power system is going to power the bogie in acceleration section. As 
the bogie picks up it’s maximum operation speed, it is going to use the supercapacitor to 
overcome the air and rolling resistance to maintain constant momentum.  
 
Since the team was planning to redesign the current collector mechanism, a simple and effective 
system from the real life application is considered. The prototype bogie is using a rubber tyred 
system, therefore, the team has looked into the Paris Metro MP 89 bogie. The current carrier track 
of the MP 89 is very compacted to the running track (“Rubber Tired Metro”, 2018). This design 
reduces the complexity of the current collector mechanism and reduces air drag. The team has 
difficulties in integrating the MP 89 bogie system into the prototype project because the team is 
not responsible for the bogie design. However, the research of the MP 89 system provided a 
direction for the team on how to design a less complex mechanism.  
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10. Design Description 

10.1 Supercapacitor Prime Design 

10.1.1 Balancing Supercapacitor Series Stacks 

Cell balancing is necessary when connecting supercapacitors in series. This is because in real life, 
the rated capacitance has  tolerance with the true value and starting voltages can vary. This0%± 1  
can be problematic because overcharging will cause irreversible damage and can be dangerous. 
To avoid this, various passive and active balancing techniques are common depending on 
preference and budgets. The simplest method is placing the correct resistor (Appendix A.) in 
parallel with each cell to dissipate the unwanted energy. Since the energy dissipated from the 
resistors is lost entirely, this method should be avoided. Other methods include, but are not 
limited to, zener diodes, MOSFETs and active capacitor switching. To maintain ease of use, 
reliability and safety, an off-the-shelf battery management system will use resistors to dissipate 
excess heat. 

10.1.2 Orion Jr BMS 

The Orion Jr BMS has been chosen because of its industry standard of reliability, excellent 
customer service, detailed documentation, connectability via CANbus with many industry 
chargers and Orion (Ewert Energy Systems) was able to provide the SPARTAN Superway with a 
sponsorship. Using an off-the-shelf Battery Management System (BMS) saves the team plenty of 
circuit fabrication and debugging time. Although the team chose to use supercapacitors as the 
primary source in this year, the Orion Jr. BMS can be recycled and be applied on other 
Lithium-ion batteries packs.  

The Orion Jr can manage up to 16 cells in series and a much greater number in parallel (check 
with Orion BMS). The BMS determines if charge and discharge are allowed by reading various 
inputs and outputs.  
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Figure 10: Orion BMS Inputs and Outputs to determine decision making.  

Refer to the “Operations Manual” and “Wiring and Installation Guide” found at 
https://www.orionbms.com/products/orion-bms-jr#downloads for more information. 
Reading these documents thoroughly is highly recommended before attempting to charge 
or discharge the pack.   

The Orion Jr Utility program defines how the BMS makes decisions and it can also be 
downloaded from the above link. Voltage, current and temperature settings as well as real time 
monitoring of each 16 rows are “programmed” within the utility. When opening the utility, it will 
ask if the user should download the existing profile from the BMS, click YES. This will 
download the current content from the BMS allowing the user to adjust the settings previously 
set. The Orion Status light should be green when no faults or errors are present. The status light 
on the BMS should always be green (ready) before attempting to charge the pack. 
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Figure 11: Example data taken from the Orion Jr Utility when charging the supercapacitors with 36V and a limiting 
resistor of 200 Ohms. WARNING: BEFORE CHARGING WITH ANY SOURCE OTHER THAN DELTA-Q 
CHARGER, PLACE A 200ohm RESISTOR IN SERIES to PREVENT HIGH INRUSH CURRENT. REDUCE 

RESISTANCE FOR DESIRED CURRENT.  

For the safe operation and management of a battery pack, the BMS and charge must be able to 
communicate efficiently and with minimal errors. The communication interface uses a CANbus 
(Controller Area Network) which is essentially two twisted wires. One sends a high signal and the 
other sends the negative of that high signal. The receiver adds the two values and if it’s zero, it 
writes a “1” and if not, “0”. This type of communication is effective in reducing the signal noise 
and it it used in every car today. Fortunately, the CAN protocol between the Orion and the 
Delta-Q charger interface easily as it is one of the recommended combinations so no actual CAN 
programming is necessary.  

See https://www.orionbms.com/charger-integration/interfacing-with-delta-q-chargers/ for 
interfacing instructions.  

10.1.3 Supercapacitor Charging 

Charging supercapacitors is fairly easy compared to traditional batteries because of their tolerance 
for high current. The difficulty is finding a high power charger in order to charge the capacitors at 
the highest allowable current for rapid charging. 
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Figure 12: “There are various methodologies to charge a SC. Constant current/constant voltage (CICV) is more 
commonly used and the preferred method is shown above (CICV curve).  

At the beginning of the charge cycle, the charging device (SW1) operates in constant current 
mode providing a constant current to the SC such that its voltage is linearly increasing. The SC is 
charged to a target voltage, at which time the constant voltage loop becomes active and accurately 
controls the SC charge level to be constant to avoid over charging. Again, this preferred solution 
places requirements on the power management functions that will need to be considered.” 

 

Figure 13: Delta-Q IC 1200W Charger and the CANbus communication quick plug-in port as the charger is not located 
on the bogie (off-board).  

The charger operation and installation manual can be found here: 
http://manuals.minutemanintl.net/PowerBoss/Battery%20Chargers/Delta-Q%20Brand/Programmi
ng%20and%20fill%20error%20codes/Delta-Q_IC_Series_Design_Guide(710-0143_r5)_smaller-
file.pdf 
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The charger has a preloaded profile programmed by Howland Technologies. If the following 
profile is not adequate for the pack, the charger will need to be sent back to get reprogrammed. 
Algorithm description 

1. Start charge if voltage is above 21V 
2. 3A for 3 mins upon enable 
3. Max current (25A) to 43.06V 
4. Constant voltage 43.06V until current tapers to 2A 
5. Restart charge every 30 days or if pack falls below 40.94V 

Although this is not the recommended profile to be used with supercapacitors, it is the closest 
profile which has the slowest “ramp up” period within the voltage range of the pack.  

 
10.1.4 Circuit Design  

 

Figure 14: Full Wayside Power systems design schematic including both power banks, acceleration, charging and 
constant power states as well as feedback systems for charging are shown.  

 

10.2 Current Pick-up Mechanism Prime Design 
 

10.2.1 Fourth Rail System Design 
Fourth rail systems are a means of providing electric power to the powertrain, and they use an 
additional rail system called conductor rail. Like many fourth rail system, these rails are placed 
outside the running rails. The fourth rail is designed to transmit or carry electricity through its 
rails necessarily. The conductor rails are placed only at each end of the guideway track running 
positive and negative power. The location of these rails is shown in figure 15. 
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Figure 15: fourth rail location in guideway track. 
 
 
 
 
A close up of the current rail and the insulation can be seen in figure 16. 
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Figure 16: Front view of a complete single current rail with main components. 

1) Positive current rail 

The positive rails are designed and used to transmit power from the DeltaQ charger to the main 
powertrain (ultracapacitors) 

2) Negative current rail 

The negative rails, placed alongside the track are also used as the return to complete the circuit. Both the 
positive and the negative rails are uniform and mirror of each other. 

3) T-shaped aluminum 

The T-shaped Aluminum rain  is a one of the main components of the current rail. Through it 25 Amps is 
transmitted which will be picked up by the current collector 
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4) Insulator 

The insulator in another key component of the current rail. It provide insulation for the electrified 
Aluminum rail. It is designed to fit and hold the aluminum t-shaped rail and insulate the current rail from 
electrifying other components in the system. These insulator is made of PLA 3D print material. 

5) Unistrut channel 

The unistrut channel is the structural support and the backbone of fourth rail system. It supports  the 
insulator and the current rail and the contact from the current pick up mechanism. 

The complete design of the fourth rail system permits the flexibility to be positioned along the guideway 
track and flexibility to move away from the track.  The team proposed a method for clamping and 
securing the current rail using an accessible material. These rails are placed on the guideway track column 
support and are clamped down on track structure as seen on figure 17. 

 

Figure 17: Current rail design allows flexibility to be positioned along and away from track. 

Another significant feature of the fourth rail system is the slope design of the current rail at one end 
current carrier shown in figure 18. The rail has two flat surfaces and a slope of for 241.3mm. This3°  
slope allows the current pickup mechanism to engage contact with current rail for specific section of the 
current rail. 
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Figure 18: Current rail’s slope design. 

 
10.2.2 Current Pick Up Mechanism Design 

The current pickup mechanism and its major components are described in the following sections of this 
report. In figure 19, is shown two identical pick up mechanism intended for positive and negative contact 
with the rail enabling power transmission. 
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Figure 19: Positive and negative current pick up mechanism. 

10.2.2.1 Carbon Brush 

The Helwig grade E-41 carbon brush was selected as one of the main components of the current pick up mechanism 
due to its little resistance and the only contact for power transmission. Because of the current rail flat surface shown 
previously, the current pick up mechanism should also match the contact surface. Based on the geometry of the 
current rail (Aluminum T-shaped) this carbon brush was an ideal match. In addition this carbon brush  already 
included a conductor wire that was used for transferring power from the rails to supercapacitors and powertrain 
system. The carbon brush with the electric conductor are illustrated in figure 20. 
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Figure 20: Helwig carbon brush Grade E-41 for power transmission. 

 

 Figure 21, illustrates the orientation of the carbon brush with respect to the whole current pickup mechanism. 

 

Figure 21: Location of carbon brush with respect to current pick up mechanism 

10.2.2.2 Torsion Springs 

The current pick up mechanism uses two  torsion springs. The purpose of a torsion spring is to used120°  
the counteracting force of such spring as the complete system (bogie and drive bogie) travels along the 
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guideway track and engaging with the slope of the current rail. This allows contact between the current 
rail and the carbon brush. These torsion spring are illustrated in figure 22. 

 

Figure 22: location of torsion springs in current pick up mechanism. 

These spring are placed inside its specific housing for the right and left torsion spring and required custom 
made housing to securely attach them shown in figure 23. 
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Figure 23: Torsion spring housing in pick up mechanism. [1] connection housing, [2] left housing spring, [3] left 
torsion spring, [4] right torsion spring, [5] right housing spring, [6] spring housing 

There are many components to house the torsion spring for simultaneous upward motion for both of the 
spring legs The general ideal is to place the torsion spring on either side of the legs, and then place a long 
bolt in the horizontal direction to hold all the component uniformly. An upward force pushing on the legs 
will make the torsion spring to counteract the same force which them make contact with the current rail. 

10.2.2.3 Carbon Brush Insulator 

The carbon brush insulator is the intersection and protective layer between the electrified carbon brush 
and the remaining components of the current pick up mechanism. This insulator is made of PLA material 
and 3D printed to house the geometry of the carbon brush. This can be seen in the following figure. In 
addition, the carbon brush is attached to the upper portion connection with stainless steel machine screws. 
The insulator shown in transparency can be seen in the figure 24 with adjacent components. 
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Figure 24: Carbon brush insulator. 

 

10.2.2.4.  Pivot Connection 
One of the key feature of the current pick up mechanism is the pivot connection composed with 
two components, the bottom pivot connection and the top pivot connection and shoulder screw 
joining them for pivot motion. The components can be seen in figure 25. A constraint features 
allows an vertical upward motion as the bogie travels along the guideway track. Although, this 
connection is extended from the base plate to the nearest current rail, it projects  the purpose to 
make contact with the current rail. This pivot connection will rotate. 
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Figure 25:  Pivot connection joined with a shoulder screw. 
 
The pivot connection is designed to have a vertical constrain motion of 25.4 mm. As the bogie 
travels along the track and current rail, is the current rail slope design that will push the 
mechanism up to 25.4 mm which then the torsion spring will counteract that equivalent force. 
The constraint design can be seen in the following figure 26. 
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Figure 26: Constrained design for 25.4 mm vertical motion. 
 

11. Supporting analysis and experimental validation 

One critical aspect designing the current version of the current pick up mechanism and the 
electric current rail is the amount of contact between the Helwig E-41 carbon brush and the 
Aluminum current rail. After conducting a current collector analysis, it was found that at higher 
voltages there is optimum current output coming out from the current carbon brush. 2.5V and at 
20V voltage were applied on the carbon brush in the following set up shown in figure 27.  
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Figure 27:  Carbon brush setup for current collector analysis. 

The experiment has shown with the efficiency of the carbon brush with the applied voltages. 
Figure 28, shows the a 20V voltage applied with a 22.4 ohms. The following figure shows that 
increasing load the current output remains the constant. Therefore, we can reduce the amount of 
contact force between the carbon brush and the electric current rail. 
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Figure 28: Current results of our experiment at 20 V and 22.4 ohms. 

In addition, at lower voltages the amount of contact also behaves uniformly as shown in the 
following figure. The following figure shows, that adding more force in terms of weigh the 
current output remains uniformly  constant. The experiment was conducted at 2.5 V and 6.9 ohms 
total resistance to quantify the efficiency of the current coming out of the carbon brush. Again. 
The following figure shows  the need to reduce excessive contact between the carbon brush and 
the current rail. 

Figure 28: current results with 2.5V and 6.9 ohms. 
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In conclusion, minimizing the contact between the carbon brush and the current rail is best 
because it reduces wear out of such component and additional friction for the whole bogie 
system. 
Moreover, the mechanism does not endure excessive upward force because it is designed to have 
limited motion. Both the current pick up mechanism and the current rail are designed to such 
constraints. However,  FEA simulation analysis was conducted on Solidworks on the top pivot 
connection to show it can endure limited upward force. Figure 28, shows that such components 
endures a 50N upward force. 

 

Figure 29: FEA analysis on top pivot connection endures 50N upward force. 
 

In addition, the factor of safety was also analyzed on the components having a 8 FOS as shown in 
the following figure. 
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Figure 30: Factor of safety (FOS) shows it can sustain 50N upward force. 

Moreover, the torsion springs are critical component for the current collector mechanism, the 
stress analysis of the torsion spring is critical to ensure the spring would not fail in operation. The 
spring that has been chosen for prototype is a 120° deflection angle music-wire steel torsion 
spring. The spring has 1.102in outer diameter, 0.666in shaft diameter, 0.135in wire diameter, 4in 
leg length, and 7.17 active coils. By using the Acxess Spring Online Calculator, the rate per 
degree of this spring is 41.764 N-mm/Degree. The maximum possible shear stress is 8,631.59 Pa 
and the maximum possible torque is 4,607.69 N-mm. As the minimum required contact force at 
the carbon pad is 14.7N, the torsion spring would need to be deflected in about 10 degrees to 
provide the minimum contact force. The team assumed the angle between the current carrier track 
and the current collector mechanism is about 90 degrees with a few degrees oscillation because of 
the uneven surface of the track. Therefore, the estimated degree deflection contains 2 to 3 times 
of safety factor to generate the required contact force.  

 

12. Budget spent on Wayside Power Team 

At the beginning of the semester, the team was concerned about the onboard storage may 
influence the total budget for the full-scale team. Supercapacitors not only are more expensive but 
also have a lower energy density per kilogram than lithium-ion batteries. However, the team 
thought the value in implementing supercapacitors into the SPARTAN Superway is much higher 
than using batteries. Therefore, the team worked very hard with Maxwell Technologies at the 
very beginning stage trying to launch a sponsorship relationship. Thanks to Maxwell 
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Technologies, Orion BMS, and Howland Technology, the team received massive financial 
supports from getting the components for this project. Although the components cost plenty of the 
total budget for the full-scale team, the team believe that the Orion BMS and Delta-Q Charger can 
be recycled for future SPARTAN Superway projects regardless the changes in type and capacity 
of the onboard power storage. On the other hand, Turpo Manufacturing sponsored the shop 
availabilities to the team to work on the machining parts. This has brought down the money spent 
on the team this year significantly. The total budget allocated on the Wayside Power team was 
approximately $2,000, and the final expenditure is shown as table 1. The full bill-of-materials is 
also included in Appendix B.  
 
 
 
Table 1. Concluded expenses for the Wayside Power Team 2018-19. 

Item Base Cost With Discount 

Supercapacitors  $1600 $1000 

Material and Hardware $350 $350 

Converters, Relays, Wire $250 $250 

Orion Jr BMS $650 $300 

DeltaQ Charger $600 $100 

Total:   $2000 

 

13. Results and Discussion 

The complexity of the powertrain system using supercapacitors, current pick up mechanism and 
current rail,  remained a constant challenge but the team successfully put together a final and 
complete prototype.  Integrating  supercapacitor as a means of proving power for motor and 
controls demands presented a constant challenge because there are many components associated 
to successfully operate supercapacitors. 
First, the challenge involved proper wiring and proper busbar designs to fit on the supercapacitor 
leads.  At first, the  intention of the team was to solder each supercapacitor with the correct wire 
gage. After numerous trails, we were unable to solder them as the lead would not attached to the 
wires. Then, the team used cold soldering but again we were confronted with another set back as 
the Orion BMS detected open circuit and major failure. With limited time, the team again tried to 
redesigned the busbars to match the the supercapacitor leads but this time with significant 
success.  The complete redesign of the busbar proved to be a success and for future teams to 
consider. The time spent making sure the BMS  detected no issues with supercapacitors limited 
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our time to test other major components like the Delta Q charger and the DC-DC converter. 
However, the team believes  
In addition,  the current pick up mechanism have shown its functionality but we were unable to 
test it due to the lack of proper guideway track. The current pick up mechanism needs to be 
functional, strong and failsafe and tested on a actual guideway track. As the primary design 
requirement, the proposed current pick up mechanism  have shown its functionality  of a passive 
design using torsion spring. An upward push was exerted on the carbon brush and the torsion 
spring counteracted the force.  
 

 
 

14. Suggestion for Future Work 

The team has met all the design specification that was set at the beginning stage in 2018. The 
carbon shoe transfer power from the current rail into the onboard power storage and the load. The 
supercapacitors are successfully charged and discharged at a lower rate due to the limitation in 
time on making the charging profile configuration. The only thing that the team could have done 
better was to choose the right distributor on the charger. The team was delayed by two weeks 
because of the irresponsible communication from the first charger distributor. The future 
SPARTAN Superway powertrain team could make several potential changes if they want to 
optimize the powertrain performance.  
 
14.1 Current Pickup Mechanism Suggestions 

 
The current version of the current pickup mechanism uses torsion spring that was accessible at the 
time. With much-needed research this could be upgraded for torsion spring capable of 
withstanding much larger loads and fluctuation. Besides,  the mechanism had to spread out to 
reach and to make contact the current rail system. This generates two degrees of freedom in 
transferring power and is not ideal because there are critical stresses at joints. The future team can 
discuss with the full-scale track team and the steering team to relocate the fourth rail system 
closer to running track or better yet in the running track with proper insulation. Moreover,  the 
current rail which carries the electric power should be redesigned with appropriate insulative 
materials. The current version is made of 3D printed PLA material to show the functionality of 
the mechanism and that of the current pickup mechanism.   An alternative design can be made of 
industry grade current rails used with current collector mechanisms. The realistic model shows a 
current rod rail attached with stainless steel grade insulation.  Also, the actual current track is not 
protected. Ideally, the current rail should be guarded with a wall preventing people from reaching 
it. 
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14.2 On-board Supercapacitors Pack Suggestions 
14.2.1 Supercapacitors Recommendation 

The current energy design in supercapacitors is followed by the specifications of the 2018-19 
full-scale motor team. A much higher voltage electric motor is keen to be implemented into the 
full-scale model if the project needs to be sizable to the real-life application. The power curve 
calculation showed that 28kW is the power that the real application may need; therefore, the 
supercapacitors pack can run in lower current requirements. The gauge of the connecting wire can 
be increased, and the thickness of the copper busbars can be reduced to deliver a safer, more 
stable power generation.  
 

14.2.2 Changes on Orion BMS Jr.  
The 2018-19 design has left out the motor controller, acceleration relay, and regenerative braking 
function, which can reproduce 60-70% power back into the supercapacitors, that are supported by 
Orion BMS Jr.. If the future powertrain SPARTAN Superway sub-team decides to keep the 
supercapacitors configuration, revising the charging profile, charging current limit, discharging 
current limit, temperature and charging rate relationship, balancing profile, and regenerative 
braking settings can optimize the supercapacitors’ efficiency.  
If the future powertrain sub-team decide to use alternative on-board power sources, the Orion 
BMS Jr. is designed for all kind of Lithium-ion batteries storage pack. The BMS will work 
correctly with all popular types of batteries after proper changes in configuration.  
 

14.2.3 Delta-Q Charger Compatibility  
The charging profile for supercapacitors is needed to be revised to deliver the best efficiency. 
Similar to the Orion BMS Jr., the Delta-Q IC1200W charger is designed to charge most of the 
available lithium-ion batteries on the market. The charger can load a specific charging profile 
through a flash drive or real-time CANbus communication. Therefore, the future powertrain 
sub-team will need to update the required configuration to charge the alternative onboard power 
storage properly.  
 

15. Conclusions and Recommendations 

During the semester, the original design in current pickup mechanism was changed because of the 
late notice at the end of 2018 from the full-scale interface team that they have wider driving 
wheels on the drive bogie in the dual-bogie system. The fourth rail location has also been changed 
because of the manufacturing difficulties that the full-scale track team was facing. The team at the 
end still able to deliver the design specification with changes in the prime design. The current 
pickup mechanism transfers 30-35A from the current rail into the powertrain of the prototype 
bogie.  
The prime design of the onboard power storage didn’t change much since the most important 
design was the power requirement. The team regularly changed the components’, such as the 
supercapacitors holder, busbars, and the base plate to deliver the best performance and 
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appearance to the final presentation of the prototype. The supercapacitors are connected in 4 
parallel and 16 cells in series to provide 43.2V at maximum 50A to the motors.  
However, due to the delay in the charger’s delivery, the team were not able to revise the proper 
charging profile for the present supercapacitors configuration. Besides the detail settings in the 
Orion BMS Jr. and the Delta-Q charger, the team has met all the design specification. The only 
change that needs to be made is if the onboard power storage changes in type and capacity, the 
bus bars design and wiring design may differ from the 2018-19 Wayside Power design.  
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17. Appendices 

Appendix A, Supercapacitors 
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Appendix B: Bill of Materials 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xpiR4_bqqd6h5Ym4LZLlFBqCPKOdlRSIR4eumFnRQ4M 

 

Appendix C: Design Drawings 
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